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08252

Replacement Spoke Nipples (6mm 
Square)
08250 Set of chrome nipples (42) extra-long
08253 Set of stainless steel nipples (42) extra-

long
08252 Set of chrome nipples (42) stock-length
08251 Set of stainless steel nipples (42) stock-

length

08250

Custom Chrome Spoke Sets
Custom Chrome’s spoke sets use nothing but the best 6/8 gauge carbon and polished stainless steel 
materials, but we’ve put a new twist on them for a great custom look. Flat spokes are our regular 
spokes with the body rolled for a flattened profile. Add a few twists for the great-looking twisted 
sets that create wheels that throw light in all directions in a kaleidoscope of colors and highlights. 
Flat, twisted and regular round spokes come in polished stainless steel and chrome-plated carbon 
steel sets.

Tips On Choosing Spokes
On the following pages are the variety of stock and custom rims and hubs available from Custom 
Chrome or Harley-Davidson. Use the illustrations to determine hub and rim combination, then 
select the spoke set to complete your wheel. For example: an aluminum 74-77 front hub for FX 
models laced with ‘Twisted’ stainless steel spokes to a chrome 21" Akront drop center aluminum 
rim	for	an	FXWG	(shown	in	illustration	‘J’),	uses	CC	#08215	spoke	set.	The	rim	illustration	guide	
shows basic rim shape, and position of the spoke holes in relation to each other. This should help 
identify the rim you have or want to buy.

diamond

Landmark Polished Stainless Steel Spokes
These spoke sets will create some of the most dazzling 
motorcycle wheels you’ve ever seen. The Diamond design 
produces a mesmerizing reflection as the wheels rotate. 
Packaged	in	sets	of	40	spokes	with	nipples.

SIZE RIM TYPE HUB APPLICATION Smooth Diamond

16" All Wide hub, OEM 16396 16432

18" RevTech, 
Sun, Akront Wide hub, OEM steel or OEM aluminum 16397 16483

19" OEM Narrow hub, aluminum aftermarket, 
Landmark, Ness, PM 16762 16484

21" All Narrow hub, aluminum OEM or aftermarket, 
Landmark, Ness, PM 16764 16754

21" All Wide hub, OEM 16395 16431

Kustom-Tech Bullet Style Spoke 
Nipples
Custom bullet spoke nipples available in shiny 
polished billet stainless steel or shiny billet 
brass for a great custom look.
NOTE: In aluminum and steel rims it’s required to enlarge the 
holes ( 8,5 mm - 11/32” ) to fit bullet spoke nipples

696057 Bullet style spoke nipples stainless steel
696058 Bullet style spoke nipples brass

Easy Reference Spoke Chart
Replacement Spokes with Nipples 
for Most ‘Stock-Style’ 40-Spoke Wire 
Wheels 
For Steel Dual or Single Flange Front or 
Rear Hubs:
08019 16" spoke set. Chrome
08219 16" spoke set. Stainless steel
08012 16” Twisted spoke set. Chrome
08025 19" spoke set Chrome
08225 19" spoke set Stainless steel
08013 19” Twisted spoke set. Chrome
08023 21" spoke set. Chrome
08223 21" spoke set. Stainless steel
08014 21” Twisted spoke set. Chrome

For Aluminum Front Hubs* :
08042 19"	spoke	set	Chrome*
08242 19"	spoke	set	Stainless	steel*
08016 19”	Twisted	spoke	set.	Chrome*
08026 21"	spoke	set.	Chrome*
08226 21"	spoke	set.	Stainless	steel*
08015 21” Twisted spoke set. Chrome


